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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very nice people. Fair
price for our trade. Great deal for the vehicle we purchased. Great experience. Quick response
from the company was great. I have asked a few questions that have not yet been answered,
regarding history and condition of the vehicle. I have an '05 xB with k miles, so this '06 with 60k
would be a great replacement. I love the Scion xB! We went and financed a car through them.
During the whole process they were very upfront with us about the car and financing and we
had a great time talking with everyone there. We walked away very happy with our experience
we are definitely going to consider going through them again in the future. We recently
purchased a BMW and we were very happy with the deal. The sales lot may be a bit small but
the savings and customer service is huge! See Trevor or one of the sales staff and buy your
next car here. Recommend for sure! These guys are down to earth nice guys. However, they
were diligent in staying in touch with me since, I was an Out of State Buyer. Happy with the car I
bought. Buying a used car expect to put a little money in to it but this car is so worth it to me
and my family. Thank you Bruce. I did receive the information I requested. And appreciate their
help in my vehicle search. Golden Rule Auto practices what they preach. Ambrose was
extremely helpful. The customer service was flawless. Drove almost two hours to check out this
car, and it was exactly as advertised. Thank you! Great experience!! Immediately reached out
based on my interest - very responsive and professional. Would recommend Ambrose and his
team!! Dealer responded quickly to inquiry. Car was clean and ready for test drive. Staff very
nice and accommodating! I recommend the dealer to anyone who wants to buy a used car! We
drove over to Helena from Bozeman, MT to test drive this vehicle and it did not disappoint!! This
vehicle is in tip top shape and they were very kind to us the entire time. Friendly and quick
service from the time we arrived to the time we left! Nathan was a knowledgeable salesman and
not pushy. He had several options in line when the first wasn't what I wanted. These guys are
typical high pressure low trade shady used car dealers. Mike, Walter, and the owner joe. Are all
very pushy and arrogant. Just a bad place I would never buy anything from them!!!! Didn't have
the car, tried to sell me another. Was not interested. Instited upon another vehicle relentlessly.
Worthy staff, worthless dealership, would never return. Terrible location as well. All the cars are
junk, and some aren't even there even though they are listed on car gurus. I am working with
Shenia. She is very knowledgeable and helpful. Century i a top notch car dealership and I had a
wonderful experience! Josh was a great salesman and had wonderful communication skills and
always kept me informed. I highly suggest buying a vehicle from Century, I plan to do business
with them again. In fees imaginary fees. Sam was very helpful in working with me. The
dealership let an independent mechanic evaluate the vehicle, it checked out great, and it is now
my daughter's first car. Thanks for all of your assistance! The Jeep Liberty offers unmatched
off-road prowess together with 5, pounds of towing torque when properly equipped and
relatively good fuel economy for an all-wheel drive vehicle. Frequent downshifts from the
4-speed automatic transmission only make the Liberty's cramped rear seat and confusion with
dry pavement all the more impractical for daily driving. For its final year of production, Jeep's
Liberty includes a couple of new companions for the dedicated off-road warrior, but these still
make no attempt to teach the Liberty any road manners. Almost anything but the Liberty is
better for civilized driving, but there is no more affordable choice for able off-road conquest.
The saying goes "Go big or go home," but Jeep decided to do both. Chrysler has confirmed the
demise of both the Liberty and the Dodge Nitro after and just 10 years of production. Especially
when there's such a promising Liberty available right now. The lineup includes the usual Sport
and Limited, but leaves out the Renegade in favor of a winter-themed Arctic and puts a Limited
Jet at the top of the line. A rear parking sensor is now standard across the board, but the Sport
now offers voice command, a universal garage door opener, exterior temperature display and a
compass in both the gauge cluster and overhead console. If last year's drivetrains or powertrain
were a deal killer, then you're probably better off holding your breath until the newbies arrive for
Just like last year's version, a 4-speed automatic is the only transmission offered, and the
sluggish 3. Properly equipped, the Liberty can tow up to 5, pounds. A nearly gallon gas tank
helps compensate for its thirst for regular-grade fuel and gives the Liberty a range of just over
miles on one fill. One thing is for sure: No matter where you want to go, the Liberty will get you
there. Unfortunately that means passengers will just have to deal with its flat, hard seats and
slightly limited room while swaying with the Liberty's unpleasantly soft suspension on paved
roads for however long that little engine takes to get you from here to there. To make matters
worse, the steering is none too sharp either. At least the consoles and controls are pretty easy
to find and use, with the exception of the optional touchscreen. Other buttons and functions can
be somewhat difficult to find and figure out, such as the overhead lights and trunk release.
Storage cubbies could definitely be better, though - the glove compartment is rather small, and
there's little else to supplement the lack of space available there. Hard plastics strongly

dominate the interior of nearly every Liberty, but the further up the trim ladder you go, the more
you will find chrome and leather accents to offset the still dominantly plastic interior. The
passenger and rear seats fold flat, opening up 64 cubic feet of cargo capacity - it offers At least
even the Sport can opt for a leather-wrapped steering wheel for your driving pleasure. Speaking
of the Sport, it was pretty well-equipped even before the additions, featuring at that time inch
alloy wheels, automatic headlights, heated mirrors, keyless entry, cruise control and a
6-speaker stereo with CD player, auxiliary audio jack and satellite radio connectivity. Opting for
the Popular Equipment Group for adds roof rails, foglamps, a cargo cover and a multifunction
leather-wrapped steering wheel, since most of the options from this package are now standard.
The new Arctic adds to that various themed accents inside and out in addition to heated and
powered front seats and the Media Center , including a 6. The Popular Equipment Group is
standard for the Limited, which also adds, over the Sport's features, inch wheels, heated
powered front seats, driver's memory, leather upholstery, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror,
Bluetooth and two more speakers for the sound system. The traditional sunroof is optional for
all other trims except the Limited and perhaps the new Limited Jet - which adds only inch
wheels with all-season tires to the standard Limited's offerings. Otherwise these options must
be purchased together, or the navigation can be had a la carte. The most recent safety tests for
the Jeep Liberty were conducted in under the older testing framework. This doesn't necessarily
mean the older scores translate to something lower today, but it's not like the Liberty has much
room to fall anyways. Rollover risk is pretty shaky with 3 out of 5 stars, but roof strength and
frontal offset results got top marks. Side-impact crashes are rated as Marginal and rear-impact
crashes get the even lower score of Acceptable. Standard safety features include 4-wheel
antilock disc brakes, stability control, active front head restraints, side curtain airbags and a
rear parking sensor, but the Liberty doesn't come to a complete stop from 60 mph in less than
feet, which is well above the average for its class. Most full-size trucks will stop shorter. As one
driver points out, it's a Jeep, not a "wannabe SUV - it's the real thing! However, even drivers
who love their Liberty warn that the all-wheel drive systems behave like a locking differential
and can be problematic on anything resembling a perfectly good paved road, but they
simultaneously praise its relative fuel-efficiency. Haters are going to hate though, and drivers
whose first love was more of the wannabe sort endlessly chastise the Liberty for its hard
plastics, hard seats, lackluster performance and thirsty engine. In short, if you're just as
unafraid to get dirty in the Liberty as you are of getting dirty under it, time is running out to get
your hands on one from a fresh batch! We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Jeep Liberty listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Image Not Available. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Liberty. Overview Most Popular. Starting
MSRP. Drivetrain automatic locking hubs yes Transmission 4-speed automatic Drive type Four
wheel drive descent control yes electronic hi-lo gear selection yes part time 4WD yes. Fuel tank
capacity Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature 1 one-touch power
windows yes Power mirrors yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions
premium cloth yes Front head room Front leg room Rear Seat Dimensions Rear head room Rear
hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity
Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient 0. Angle of
approach Angle of departure Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 7. Wheel base
Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Liberty. Suspension front independent
suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes solid live axle rear suspension yes short and
long arm front suspension yes. Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr.
See Liberty Inventory. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Only
87k miles! Wow, we have a gorgeous Jeep Liberty for you! The body is clean, shiny, stylish, and
attractive in appearance. I like the smooth, quiet, reliable, peppy, fun, and sporty ride. The
interior is in excellent condition. This Liberty comes with good tires on factory Alloy wheels,
front bucket seats with center console, CD stereo with Aux port, 4x4, auto, air, 3. If you desire
reliability, low mileage, style, value, quality, and a strong running 4x4 SUV, this gorgeous

Liberty may be for you! Arctic Pkg, 4x4, fresh service and safety inspection, non smoker, moon
roof, heated seats, navigation. If you are looking to get into a well-kept, reliable, and problem
free Jeep Liberty please look no further! Vehicle OptionsV6, 3. Running and driving perfect.
There are no warning lights, no surprises! Turn key ready to go. Just passed NYS inspection.
Serious buyers only please!?????????????????? Owner operated. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Open 7 Days. No extreme dealer fees or price changes - prices listed are listed accurately. Call
or text anytime at Hablo un poco Espanol. If you're looking for a well maintained pre-owned
Jeep Liberty, please look no further! You'll find our inventory of competitively priced cars and
trucks can accommodate anyone from new drivers to seasoned commuters! Below you'll find a
list of features included with this vehicle specifically. Vehicle Options:V6, 3. Same day
registration including new NYS plates, plate transfers, as well as out-of-state transit permits all
done at the time of purchase. Please Contact Shane at to schedule a viewing appointment.
Vehicles are all sold 'turn key' ready to drive. Our full service in-house repair shop runs every
vehicle through a comprehensive point mechanical inspection. VISIT Recent Arrival! This
vehicle was traded in at Abeloff Nissan. We are offering this vehicle for sale in AS-IS condition,
without warranty or guarantee. Vehicle will be available for a limited time only and does pass
Pennsylvania state inspection. Abeloff Nissan does not want you to purchase this AS-IS vehicle
under the impression there is any warranty on it. As soon as you take delivery of this vehicle, all
repairs will be solely your responsibility. Available for almost all of our vehicles at our
advertised price! Haggle free Cash Pricing! Visit us sensiblechoiceauto. No Salvage, Flood or
Rebuilt Titles! See dealer for details. Due to the possibility of 3rd party errors or omissions,
dealership is not liable for the accuracy of information in listing. Price and availability subject to
change without prior notice. Other terms, conditions may apply, CALL office for details. Visit us
online at WWW. COM for more information and additional pictures. You can apply for credit, get
directions to our dealership, or get additional information. We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to Auto Expo of Huntington a family owned and operated automobile dealership with
over 25 years of experience. At Auto Expo of Huntington we strive for customer satisfaction and
take great pride in offering our customers the best pre-owned Jeeps available. It is our primary
goal to facilitate and support you in any way throughout your buying experience. Our online
dealership was created to assist in your buying needs and enhance your experience in
choosing the perfect Jeep for you. We invite you to come see our selection of Jeeps in our
Huntington Location and speak with a sales associate. We have over Jeeps Available!!! We will
be more than happy to answer any questions you may have about our inventory and assist you
in ,hand picking, the Jeep of you dreams. Everyone gets approved for credit reguardless of
credit history. It has been well maintained and well taken care of, fully serviced and ready to go.
One of the nicest vehicles you will find, Priced to Sell!!! This car is so clean and sturdy - you'll
feel like it is brand new. This vehicle won't last long, take it home today!!! Don't wait no more,
stop by and check it out - you can't lose on this deal. You will be happy! Edmund's expert
review. Vehicle was registered as lease vehicle. For additional vehicle information and to
schedule a test drive,please ask to our sales department at Why people buy from us? Like your
vehicle or exchange it! Call now or visit our website: Our finance department is dedicated to
finding the best possible rates and terms for you. Please, write down what you need to bring in
so you can take immediate delivery of the vehicle you selected: Driver license, Two recent pay
stubs, References, Phone or utility bill in customer name , Title for your trade. Thanks for
visiting ACenterstore. Vehicle information is based on standard equipment and may vary from
vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific information. This offer is not
redeemable for cash and may not be combined with any other. Best of all the price you see is
the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. With exceptional mileage, options and power, you'll insist on driving it on all your
outings. Added comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior to heighten the quality
and craftsmanship for the Jeep Liberty Limited Jet. More information about the Jeep Liberty:
The Liberty's size allows it to maintain a tight turning radius for negotiating tight parking spaces
and off-road trails. The Liberty may be a compact SUV, but it is capable of light towing, and
available in 4-wheel drive as well as 2-wheel drive. Luxury-oriented Jet editions brings
surprisingly upscale trim to the small SUV. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic Manual 7. Engine Type
Gas Diesel 4. Cylinders 6 cylinders 4 cylinders 4. Interior Color Black Gray. Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You

Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Price Drop. Title issue.
Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Farmer Owned and Approved. Aaron S.
I went from a Ford Truck to this Jeep Liberty 3 years ago because I wanted a reliable 4wd that
could sit 4 people comfortably with a 5, pound towing capacity. I bo
ford 555d backhoe wiring diagram
cat 53 wiring diagram
ford 850 tractor parts
ught it a year old with 29, miles. I too was skeptical because of the expert reviews, however the
customer reviews were very positive and I was impressed on my test drives. Now that I have
owned it for several years, this is by far the best vehicle I have ever owned. I have towed
extremely heavy trailers and put it in places that I should not have been able to drive away from.
It has literally saved my life a time or two. I have never had one thing go wrong with it. The 4
speed auto is ancient, but it is reliable. The 3. This was made to be a sport utility from the
ground up. Only complaints I have: The backseat leg room is somewhat cramped, the front foot
leg room is cramped, and the trip button on the steering wheel oddly only works half the time,
however i just use the other trip button on the dash. Also, the fuel mileage but as stated earlier,
it is expected. Here are my fuel mileage numbers: Average Just understand what you are
sacrificing in return. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

